
Smart sludge control
Fully automated polymer savings and
increased biogas production with rheoscan

www.andritz.com/separation

SUCCESS STORY:
Process oPtimization

with rheoscan 

at a wastewater

treatment Plant 

in ljubljana, 

slovenia
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rheoscan detailed views

in ljubljana, slovenia, one particular custo-

mer in the wastewater industry has conti-

nuously sought to improve efficiency. that

is why the plant owner tested our rheo-

scan, an automated, optical polymer mea-

surement and dosage system at the belt

thickening stage to reduce polymer con-

sumption and enhance digester perfor-

mance, in 2014. however, rapid fluctuations

in incoming sludge quantity and quality

made it essential to optimize the system

prior to implementation. the following tar-

gets were set for a new test series in 2015

in order to verify the performance and eco-

nomic viability of the new test installation:

reduce polymer consumption at the beltn

thickener to achieve at least 5% dry

solids at the thickener discharge

examine the effects of reduced polymern

dosage on digester performance, biogas

production, and polymer consumption in

centrifuge dewatering

demonstrate the  reliability of then

rheoscan system in the long term

all of these criteria had to be fulfilled, 

despite challenging operations with highly

dynamic incoming sludge. the parameters

for the rheoscan tests had to be carefully

monitored, optimized, and correlated with

belt speed controls in order to achieve 

optimum results.

The challenge: reduce polymer costs and
increase overall efficiency

33.8%
reduction in

Polymer use in the

belt thickener
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given the wide range of variables involved

in the test, an array of process data

had to be collected and fed into andritz

seParation’s smart service platform.

this included specific kPis, such as poly-

mer savings at the belt thickener and de-

canter centrifuge, rheoscan availability,

and biogas production.

the actual storage capacity of the digester

and of other intermediate steps had to be

taken into account. and the reaction ki-

netics for biogas generation as well as the

delay in feeding sludge from the belt

thickener to the decanter were recorded

carefully in real time. thanks to remote ac-

cess and processing of  plant perfor-

mance data during the testing process,

andritz seParation and the customer

succeeded in making the necessary ad-

justments and programming the system to

achieve all kPis over the course of the test

period.

Our solution: real-time optimization for
kPis and advanced data analysis 

the test operations were a resounding

success, enabling the plant to achieve

significant savings thanks to the rheoscan

system. we were able to confidently calcu-

late annual polymer savings of 33.8% in the

belt thickening stage alone, plus 16% po-

lymer savings in the dewatering stage. in

addition, an annual  production increase

for biogas of 11.7% was predicted. to-

gether these efficiency gains would give the

plant a total amortization period of only a

few months for its rheoscan system. the

fully automated system used for more than

85% of the test period also reduced the

need for manual supervision and interven-

tion, while ensuring high reliability.

no existing operational performance stan-

dards were compromised by the reduced

polymer consumption, making full imple-

mentation of rheoscan the obvious choice

after test operations.

Results: total savings providing an
impressive roi

11.7%
annual increase 

in biogas

Production

16%
reduction 

in Polymer use 

in the decanter

“To achieve an amortization
period of only a few months is a rare

achievement for any investment. There
has been great collaboration with

ANDRITZ SEPARATION’s service team,
and this was essential for us to achieve

our goals together.”

VESna MiSlEj, PROCESS TEChnOlOgY

ManagER, jP VOdOVOd-KanalizaCija,

ljUbljana
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Key equipment

S E R V I C E

rheoscan installed at a gravity belt tables

benefits
amortization period of only a few monthsn

cost savings of up to 40% or more duen

to reduced polymer consumption

increase in gas yield as a result of opti-n

mized polymer dosage (for biosludge ap-

plications using a digestion process)

increased plant reliability and machinen

operating stability

operates without requiring supervision n

a patented technology that works withn

any manufacturer’s automated polymer

delivery system

ce-certification and ul508a optionaln

massive reduction of overspillsn

All data, information, statements, photographs, and graphic illustrations in this leaflet are without any obligation and raise no liabilities to or form part of any sales contracts of ANDRITZ AG 
or any affiliates for equipment and/or systems referred to herein. © ANDRITZ AG 2016. All rights reserved. No part of this copyrighted work may be reproduced, modified or distributed in 
any form or by any means, or stored in any database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of ANDRITZ AG or its affiliates. Any such unauthorized use for any purpose 
is a violation of the relevant copyright laws. ANDRITZ AG, Stattegger Strasse 18, 8045 Graz, Austria.
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AFRICA
ANDRITZ Delkor (Pty) Ltd.
Phone: +27 (11) 012 7300
Fax: +27 (86) 636 2122
separation.service@andritz.com

ASIA
ANDRITZ Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Phone: +65 (6512) 1800
Fax: +65 (6863) 4482
separation.service@andritz.com

AUSTRALIA
ANDRITZ Pty. Ltd.
Phone: +61 (3) 8773 4888
Fax: +61 (3) 8773 4899
separation.service@andritz.com

CHINA
ANDRITZ (China) Ltd.
Phone: +86 (400) 1034 188
Fax: +86 (757) 8258 6828
separation.service@andritz.com

EUROPE
ANDRITZ AG
Phone: +43 (316) 6902 2297
Fax: +43 (316) 6902 92297 
separation.service@andritz.com

NORTH AMERICA
ANDRITZ SEPARATION Inc.
Phone: +1 (817) 465 5611
Fax: +1 (817) 468 3961
separation.service@andritz.com

SOUTH AMERICA
ANDRITZ SEPARATION Ltda.
Phone: +55 (47) 3387 9115
Fax: +55 (47) 3387 9104
separation.service@andritz.com
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